
Aaron Greicius Teaching Statement

My perception of my role as a mathematics instructor ranges from the mundane (a sort
of glorified personal trainer) to the lofty (an ambassador of mathematical culture). Both
views arise from my belief that mathematics should be conveyed to students not simply as a
body of knowledge to be passed on, but as an activity: a way of thinking, investigating and
communicating. Both views have lead me to a teaching style that places heavy emphasis on
interaction with students and active learning. Below I detail the evolution of my approach
in terms of class format, course material and technology use.

Class format. My class meetings can roughly be described as being divided into two seg-
ments: an expository segment and a participatory segment. Over the years I have employed
a variety of approaches, each with its own weighting and realization of these two segments.
Though the general trend has been toward an increased emphasis on the participatory seg-
ment, with each new class I attempt to find a suitable balance, taking into consideration class
size, allotted class time, and the particular nature of the course content.
Flipped model. I have tried a flipped model for two different courses at LUC: an elementary
number theory course, and a first-semester applied calculus course. On both occasions I co-
ordinated this effort with the section(s) of another faculty member. There was essentially no
lecturing. Students were expected to engage with the material on their own by reading their
textbook, going through our carefully prepared lecture slides, and/or watching accompany-
ing videos we produced. Students were assigned three or four problems ahead of each class
meeting, and most of class was spent with students presenting their solutions at the board
and answering questions and critiques from their fellow students, as well as from me.

In the case of the number theory course, this format effectively turned each meeting into
a lively proof writing workshop, and as such was an effective means for training students to
write and explain convincing mathematical arguments. In the the applied calculus context,
the flipped format was particularly effective at revealing widespread algebraic and syntactical
mistakes made by students, and it gave me ample opportunity to point out when and where
a particular computational technique was useful. At a deeper level, tasked to convince their
fellow classmates, students experienced firsthand the manifold demands of presenting a clear
mathematical argument: setting things up with useful notation (“naming things”), correctly
translating given information into mathematical statements, deciding what exactly to do with
those statements, and then doing those things correctly!
Group work model. One shortcoming I found with my particular flipped model was that the
emphasis on presentation of completed problems didn’t give me much opportunity to work
with students as they confronted new problems for the first time. Spending so much time
playing the role of an editor or moderator was preventing me from facilitating the development
of problem-solving techniques and habits. Over the last two years I have addressed this
by transitioning to an active learning model that stresses group work. Before each class
students are informed of the topic and any relevant course material; at the beginning of
class I distribute a one-page (double-sided) classwork that consists of an extremely concise
exposition of any definitions and/or theory related to the topic, followed by three or four
exercises (for 50-minute sessions); I spend 5-10 minutes elaborating somewhat on the content
section, and then have the class break up into small groups (3-4 students per group) to work
on the exercises while I circulate.

I find that this method builds on the strengths of my flipped model. As before the em-
phasis on interaction with students continues to yield insight into the class’s comprehension
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of the material, as well as common obstacles or pitfalls; and by bringing groups to the board,
or asking students to share out, I can still take advantage of the presentation component of
the flipped format. Additionally, by dropping in and out of the different groups’ discussions
I get to interact with more students and share strategies for making progress on problems,
pointing out where a particular technique might be handy, or just coaxing students to finally
put pencil to paper. I find this method is particularly successful at getting students to try
different approaches to a problem. For example, as I make the rounds students often ask me
if a particular approach (say to computing an integral or solving an equation) is “wrong”.
This gives me the opportunity to (a) help them decide whether whatever they are doing is
valid, and then (b) to see whether it is in fact helpful. Amazingly, just pointing out this
simple distinction can make students more comfortable to try things out. Instead of sitting
frozen in front of a problem, afraid to write something “wrong”, they now are more apt to try
a variety of (hopefully) valid approaches until they find something that is actually helpful.

Course material. The development of original course material (lecture slides, videos, ex-
ercises, classwork) has always been an important component of my teaching, and has always
been informed by the particular teaching format I’ve decided on. As I have transitioned
to a group work active learning model, I have focused on the creation of concise classwork
documents, as described above. These classwork documents serve both as local and global
tools. Locally, they are tailor-made for the given lesson: including problems that emphasize
a particular concept or technique and/or explore an enlightening example. Globally, they
are designed to educe the deeper themes and goals of the given course: the roles played by
specific types of mathematical objects (sets, functions, etc.) in modeling a specific problem;
the differentiation of mathematical activity (e.g., computing, solving and showing); the devel-
opment of a growing shared repository of techniques of mathematical reasoning and problem
solving. Examples of my various course materials can be found on my teaching site:
https://greicius.wordpress.com/teaching/.

Technology use. There are multiple natural ways in which I use technology to develop
mathematical communication, problem-solving and investigation skills. In upper-level course
I demand that students submit work typeset with LATEX, making use of ShareLaTeX and now
CoCalc (formerly SageMathCloud) as excellent tools for getting students proficient in this
markup language. Much of the classwork I produced for my most recent multivariable calcu-
lus course took the form of Mathematica notebooks. For my cryptography class this semester
I am using CoCalc’s course management system. All course materials (lecture notes, class-
work, assignments) take the form either of Jupyter notebooks or Sage worksheets, and make
heavy use of the Python language. In a recent assignment I had students (a) write a program
that returned the list of all idempotent elements of Z/mZ, and then (b) derive a formula for
the number of idempotent elements. (I called them “jazzy elements” to throw students off
the scent.) By running their program with a few factored inputs m = pn1

1 pn2
2 · · · pnr

r students
quickly guessed what the answer should be. Furthermore, using a Python implementation of
the map used to prove the Chinese remainder theorem they were lead naturally to a strat-
egy for proving their answer was correct. Here was an encouraging example of technology
revealing the exciting investigative nature of mathematics, and making more accessible what
otherwise might have been a forbiddingly abstract problem.
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